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ABSTRACT
Most of the existing works on human activity analysis focus on recognition or early recognition of the
activity labels from complete or partial observations. Similarly, existing video captioning approaches
focus on the observed events in videos. Predicting the labels and the captions of future activities where
no frames of the predicted activities have been observed is a challenging problem, with important ap-
plications that require anticipatory response. In this work, we propose a system that can infer the labels
and the captions of a sequence of future activities. Our proposed network for label prediction of a fu-
ture activity sequence is similar to a hybrid Siamese network with three branches where the first branch
takes visual features from the objects present in the scene, the second branch takes observed activity
features and the third branch captures the last observed activity features. The predicted labels and the
observed scene context are then mapped to meaningful captions using a sequence-to-sequence learn-
ing-based method. Experiments on three challenging activity analysis datasets and a video description
dataset demonstrate that both our label prediction framework and captioning framework outperform
the state-of-the-arts.
1. Introduction
Activity analysis is a widely studied problem in the computer
vision community. Most of the existing works focus on recog-
nition of observed activities or early recognition of partially ob-
served activities. Predicting the labels of future activities which
have not yet been observed is a scarcely explored problem and
different from the recognition problem, where inferences need
to be made on activity features which have been observed. The
word ‘prediction’ has been used in [1–5], referring to the early
recognition task, i.e., predicting the label of the ongoing ac-
tivity where the first few frames have already been observed.
However, in the prediction problem we are addressing, no ob-
servation is available beforehand. Predicting the future activity
labels is critical in real life scenarios, where anticipatory re-
sponse is required based on an observed segment of the video,
e.g., driver intent prediction [6, 7] in Advanced Driver Assis-
tance Systems (ADAS) where a description of which lane the
driver might move into in the near future is necessary to predict
1The paper is under consideration at Computer Vision and Image Under-
standing.
the likelihood of potential collisions in complex traffic scenar-
ios, or Human Intent Prediction (HIP) [8, 9] in human-robot
collaboration where the robot may need to predict what the hu-
man may do in the future to ensure safety and efficiency. There
are only a few approaches [10–12] which perform label pre-
diction on real-life activity datasets likes VIRAT [13]. There
is only one work which performs label prediction for a future
sequence of activities [14].
Generating description of visual content is an active research
area in both computer vision and natural language processing
community. Since vision and language are two of the richest
interaction modalities available to humans, it is crucial to un-
derstand the relationship between them. Language is the most
natural way to make information from any semantic representa-
tion meaningful. In the last few years, this problem has received
significant attention for image captioning [17–20] as well as
video captioning [16, 21–36]. Unlike image description, video
description has to deal not only with the appearance of the ob-
2Please note that although the captions are generated for future unobserved
events, they are in past tense since the reference human descriptions are given
in past tense in the dataset which we used during training to generate coherent
results for meaningful comparison with [15] and [16].
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2Fig. 1. There are k activities in the observed portion of a video with starting times (t1s, t2s, ..., tks) and ending times (t1e, t2e, ..., tke). We want to predict the
labels and the captions of (k + 1)th, (k + 2)th,... activities. 2
jects but also with motion over time. There has been significant
work in the multimedia community on joint image and text pro-
cessing, e.g., for retrieval, captioning etc. [37–43]; however,
none of them address the problem of predicting captions for the
near-future events in videos. To the best of our knowledge, all
of the existing works on video captioning focus on the observed
portion of the video, i.e., describe events which have already
happened or happening at the moment. Ours is the first work
where we look into the problem of providing captions for a se-
quence of near-future unobserved events in videos. Generating
the labels of future unobserved activities can be considered as
the first step towards describing the future. But it may be desir-
able to offer a richer description than a simple one-word/phrase
label for specific applications like assistive systems [44, 45] for
the visually impaired. There has been work on generating fu-
ture frames [46], which are much richer in content, but the ap-
proach is constrained to only a few such frames. Our work lies
in between these two extremes: it can generate semantically
meaningful captions that describe changes in activities and thus
able to predict much further in time than the frame generation
work [46], while at the same time, provides a much richer de-
scription than label prediction [10–12, 14].
1.1. Problem Definition
For a video observed up to a certain time, we want to predict
the labels of the future activity sequence and provide a caption
describing these future activities in the context of the observed
video. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, we have only observed
up to kth activity. Now we want to predict the labels and the
captions of the future activity sequence, i.e., the labels and the
captions of (k +1)th, (k +2)th, · · · activities and the starting time
of that sequence, i.e., t(k+1)s. In our experiments, each predicted
sequence contains three unobserved future events (chosen em-
pirically because predicting beyond three activities is very error
prone).
1.2. Overview of the Approach
In this paper, we present an integrated approach to answer
two important questions regarding the unobserved portion of
a video observed up to a particular time: what activities will
happen next, and what captions describe them best. We pre-
dict the labels of a sequence of future unobserved activities in
both coarse (VIRAT Ground Dataset [13]) and fine grained ac-
tivity datasets (MPII-Cooking Dataset [47] and MPII-Cooking
2 Dataset [48]). This is posed as a joint label and starting
time prediction task because intuitively the problem of predict-
ing the label and the starting time of unobserved activities are
closely related. For example, in MPII-Cooking Dataset, ‘cut
slices’ can be followed by two probable activities: ‘spice’ or
‘take out from drawer’. Usually, ‘spice’ takes place immedi-
ately after ‘cut slices’; but if there is a delay, then ‘take out
from drawer’ happens before. Once the labels are available, we
map them along with the scene context of the last observed por-
tion to generate meaningful captions for a sequnce of future
activities. Instead of using a rule- or template-based natural
language generation (NLG) approach, we are motivated by the
data driven domain-independent learning-based approach [49]
which replaced rule based methods in statistical machine trans-
lation. Instead of performing the mapping between two lan-
guage spaces, we are doing a mapping from labels to captions.
This sequence-to-sequence learning based approach as used in
other captioning works [24, 32] makes minimal assumptions on
the sequence structure.
Overview of our proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.
To infer the future unobserved activity sequence, we use context
information (relationship between actors, objects and activities)
from the observed portion of the videos. We incorporate se-
quential activity context (temporal ordering among activities),
scene context (objects present in the last observed portion of
the scene) and inter-activity time (difference between the start-
ing time of the observed activity and the future activity) con-
text in our framework. The details of the context information
are provided in Section 3.1.1. We develop a deep network by
merging three branches: one with two fully connected layers,
another with two LSTM layers and the last one with another
two fully connected layers. There is another fully connected
layer at the output of this merged network. The two fully con-
nected layers in the first branch are trained on the features of
the objects present in the last observed portion of the scene,
the LSTM layers are trained on the visual activity features of
the previously observed three sequential activities to exploit the
context of long term sequential dependency and the two fully
connected layers in the third branch are trained on the visual ac-
tivity features of the last observed activity to model the context
3Fig. 2. Overview of our approach. The label prediction network is trained on both the sequential activity features from previously observed activities and
the object features present in the last observed portion of the scene. The sequence-to-sequence learning-based mapping network finally maps the sequential
labels and observed scene context to a sequence of captions. A detailed version of this figure is given in Fig. 3.
of inter-activity time based on the last observed activity label.
The network is trained on the previous activity features and the
features of the objects present in the last observed portion of the
scene.
In the output layer, for each activity of the future sequence,
we use the first few (equal to the number of activity classes)
nodes as the logistic regression nodes for label prediction. The
logistic regression nodes assign different probabilities to the fu-
ture activities from which the label with the highest probabil-
ity is chosen. For captioning a sequence of future unobserved
activities, we use a multi-layered LSTM to map the predicted
labels and observed scene context to a fixed dimensional vector.
Another deep LSTM conditioned on the input sequence is used
for extracting the target caption from that vector. The ability of
LSTM layers to incorporate long term sequential dependencies
makes it a suitable choice for this application.
1.3. Main Contributions
Our work focuses on providing a description of what activi-
ties may happen in the near-future from a sequence of current
observations. We first predict the labels of the future activities,
which is then followed by captioning. To the best of our knowl-
edge, all of the existing works on video captioning focus on the
observed portion of the video, and ours is the first work for cap-
tioning a sequence of near-future unobserved events in videos.
It provides a richer description than just predicting the label of
the next activity and predicts over a longer duration than works
on frame prediction. The main contributions of this work are:
1. We jointly model the sequential relationships of the activ-
ities, scene context and the last observed activity features
in order to predict the labels of a future activity sequence.
2. We solve a novel and relevant problem of captioning a
sequence of future unobserved events of a video using a
sequence-to-sequence learning-based approach.
3. We perform extensive experiments that show the effective-
ness of the proposed framework.
1.4. Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a description of the state-of-the-art approaches in video caption-
ing, applications of LSTMs, and activity analysis. The role of
different context attributes is provided in Section 3.1.1 and Sec-
tion 3.2.1. Our network architectures are provided in Section
3.1.2 and Section 3.2.2 and model training details are provided
in Section 3.1.3 and Section 3.2.3. A test case scenario is ex-
plained in Section 3.3. Experimental results and comparisons
with state-of-the-art methods are shown in Section 4 and con-
clusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Relation to Existing Works
Our work involves the following areas of interest: video cap-
tioning, future activity label and caption prediction, and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network. We will review some
relevant papers from these areas.
Video Captioning. The initial works on video captioning
[28, 50–54] focus on rule-based systems where sentences are
generated using predefined templates following certain linguis-
tic rules. Later, learning-based data driven approaches [15, 21–
23, 30, 55–57] became popular. As the methods started be-
coming free from manual engineering, the problem became
more scalable providing flexibility to work with larger datasets.
Recently, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based approaches
[24–27, 58] have achieved promising performance in video cap-
tioning. One of the earliest works [26] using RNNs extends
the image captioning methods by average pooling the video
frames which only works for short video clips containing just
one event. To overcome this shortcoming, recurrent encoder-
based model [24], [58], [25] and attention model [27] have
been proposed. [16] uses a hierarchical RNN to generate a
paragraph for richer description. Another paper [31] performs
dense-captioning of events in videos using context information.
All of these works focus on the observed portion of the video
only; to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work
4which can generate captions for the future unobserved portion
of a video.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Network. Unlike tra-
ditional neural networks, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) has
the capability of allowing information to be passed from one
step of the network to the next using the loops inherent to their
structure. However, in practice, RNNs cannot handle long-term
dependencies, primarily because of the vanishing and explod-
ing gradient problem.To overcome the challenge of handling
long-term dependency, a special type of RNN called LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) was introduced in [59]. LSTMs
have achieved impressive performance in different sequence
learning problems [24, 49, 60–62]. Its ability to capture long-
range dependencies makes it a perfect tool for long-term con-
text incorporation.
Future Activity Label and Caption Prediction. There have
been a few works which predict the future unobserved activity
such as approaches using semantic scene labeling [11], Proba-
bilistic Suffix Tree (PST) [2], augmented- Hidden Conditional
Random Field (a-HCRF) [63], Markov Random Field (MRF)
[10], kernel-based reinforcement learning [64], max-margin
learning [65], and deep network [12, 14, 46, 66]. Among these,
only [10–12, 14] perform prediction, without any observation
of the activity to be predicted, in the label space. In [46], where
visual representation of images is predicted and then recogni-
tion algorithm is applied, actions can be anticipated only upto
one second in the future. The focus of [66] is forecasting be-
havior/goal where the fundamental state variables involved are
different than the label space. There is a recent work [14] which
infers about the labels of a future activity sequence using a
CNN-based and a RNN-based approach. However, they pre-
dict the labels of a future unobserved activity sequence only;
whereas the main focus of this work is predicting the captions
of a future activity sequence. Our previous work on activity pre-
diction [12] has achieved the highest accuracy on two challeng-
ing activity datasets incorporating different context attributes
but did not perform sequence prediction.
Extension to Previous Works. The goal of this work is to
predict the captions of a sequence of future activities which is,
to the best of our knowledge, the first work in this area. This
is leveraged on our previously published paper on activity label
and starting time prediction [12]. Instead of predicting the la-
bel of one future activity at a time, here we are predicting the
labels of a sequence of future activities and finally captioning
the future activity sequence using the predicted label informa-
tion. We show results on another dataset called MPII-Cooking
2 Dataset [48] for label prediction and conduct experiments on
a video description dataset called TACoS Multi-Level Corpus
[15] built on MPII-Cooking 2 [48] demonstrating the effective-
ness of our captioning method.
3. Methodology
In this section, we discuss the motivation behind the choice
of our network explaining the importance of different context
attributes for the task, the network architecture in details, the
training scheme and the way we obtained the final results in the
test phase.
3.1. Label Prediction for Activity Sequences
3.1.1. Role of Different Context Attributes
Activities usually have some temporal ordering, e.g., a per-
son will get into a car and then it starts to move, or vegetables
will be washed, peeled and then put on the pan. Therefore,
previous activities can provide useful information about the up-
coming ones which can be referred to as sequential activity
context. It is true that not all the steps in a complex activity
will always occur in exactly the same sequence, which is why
our prediction results are probabilistic and different outputs are
possible. Activities are also characterized by the objects present
in the last observed portion of the scene during the time of their
occurrence which can be referred to as scene context. For many
activities, predicting the future has multiple plausible options.
To reduce this specific ambiguity, we take scene context into
account along with the sequential information. Thus combin-
ing the information obtained from these two different context
attributes (temporal sequence and spatial objects), we infer the
sequence of future unobserved activities. For example, if three
sequential activities in a video are ‘wash objects’, ‘peel’ and
‘cut slices’, then there may be two probable future activity se-
quences: ‘screw open’, ‘take out from spice holder’, and ‘spice’
or ‘put in bowl’, ‘puree’ and ‘smell’ (based on two different
training instances). But a bowl present in the scene would in-
crease the possibility of the latter sequence.
Several research works on activity recognition [67–73] and
prediction [10, 14] have shown significant performance im-
provement by using such context information which are also
known as context-aware approaches. Most of the existing
works have graphical model based approaches for context in-
corporation. However, they are not very suitable to handle the
context of long-term dependency. As mentioned before, LSTM
is a popular choice for sequential context incorporation. LSTM
networks are straightforward to fine-tune end-to-end and can
handle sequential data of varying lengths. So, we use LSTM to
incorporate sequential activity context. However, for including
the scene context, there is no need for handling such sequen-
tial dependency and fully connected layers can capture this ef-
ficiently.
The inter-activity time between different activities depends
on their labels. For example, we know from experience that
‘peel’ or ‘cut slices’ takes more time than ‘wash objects’. Thus,
by observing the previous activity features we can infer the
inter-activity time (difference between the starting time of the
observed activity and the future activity) which can be referred
to as inter-activity time context.
3.1.2. Network Architecture
Our proposed architecture for jointly predicting the labels
and the starting time of a future activity sequence is shown
in Fig. 3. In this case, the LSTM is used to solve a sequen-
tial input, sequential output problem. We use the activity fea-
tures extracted from three (chosen empirically) previously ob-
served activities as the LSTM input. Increasing the sequence
length does not improve the prediction accuracy significantly
(see Section 4.3.3 for details). We use a two-layer (chosen em-
pirically) LSTM with 256 memory units in each layer. The
5Fig. 3. Proposed architecture for future activity label and caption prediction. In the top figure, the first two fully connected layers (yellow) incorporate the
scene context which use object features as input. The two LSTM layers (green) are used to incorporate the sequential activity context which use motion-
based features as inputs. The last two fully connected layers (peach) are used to incorporate inter-activity time context which use the last observed activity
features (motion-based) as input. There is a fully connected layer (blue) where all these layers are merged together. The output layer (gray) performs
the final prediction, where for each element of the future activity sequence, the first few nodes (green) are used as the logistic regression nodes for label
prediction. The last node (blue) of the output layer is used as the regression node for starting time prediction. All of the layers have 256 nodes. In the
bottom figure, the predicted label and the scene context are then used as input to the encoder LSTM layers and finally the decoder LSTM layers generate
the captions. Here, EOS denotes End of Sentence.
input of the two (chosen empirically) fully connected layers in
the first branch are the visual features extracted from the objects
present in the last observed portion of the scene and there are
256 nodes in each layer. The input of the two (chosen empiri-
cally) fully connected layers in the third branch are the activity
features extracted from the last observed activity and have 256
nodes in each layer too. Parameter sensitivity analysis for the
number of nodes used are provided in the supplementary mate-
rial.
Finally, the outputs from these three branches are combined
together and another fully connected layer is added on top of it.
The merging combines the effect of different context attributes.
In the output layer, for each future activity in the sequence, the
first few (equal to the number of activity classes) nodes are used
as the logistic regression nodes for sequential label prediction
and the last node of the output layer is used as a regression node
for predicting the starting time of the future activity sequence.
3.1.3. Model Training Approach
This training method differs from our previous approach
[12] in terms of the training procedure. We use the popular
open source deep learning package Keras [74] with TensorFlow
[75] in the backend which has ready-to-use implementations of
LSTM and fully connected layers. The input sequences for the
LSTM are chosen in a sliding window manner with a stride of
one for data augmentation. For example, to predict the labels of
the future sequence containing (k + 1)th, (k + 2)th and (k + 3)th
activities, activity features extracted from the kth, (k − 1)th and
(k − 2)th activities are used and for predicting the labels of the
future sequence containing (k + 2)th, (k + 3)th and (k + 4)th ac-
tivities, activity features extracted from the (k + 1)th, kth and
(k − 1)th activities are used and so on. We have not used the
ground-truth labels of the observations during either training
and testing for any of the experiments. The two fully connected
layers in the first branch use visual object features from the last
observed portion of the scene as input. Another two fully con-
nected layers in the third branch use activity features extracted
from the last observed activity as input. We use ReLU activa-
tion function for all the fully connected layers. In the output
layer, we use softmax activation function in the logistic regres-
sion nodes for predicting the label of each activity in the se-
quence and ReLU activation function in the regression node for
predicting the starting time of the sequence. The parameters of
the entire network are jointly optimized.
We take the summation of the following two losses to com-
pute the final loss. One is the cross-entropy loss function which
is defined as follows:
L(X, Y) = − 1n
∑n
i=1
∑c
j=1 1(y(i) = j)
× log p(y(i) = j|x(i)) (1)
Here, X = {x(1), ..., x(n)} is the set of input feature vectors (activ-
ity features of the last three observed activities and features of
the objects present in the last observed portion of the scene) in
the training dataset, Y = {y(1), ..., y(n)} is the corresponding set
of labels for those input features, and j = {1, ..., c} is the set of
class labels. 1(.) is an indicator function. x(i) is the sequential
activity features extracted from the previous three activities.
Another is the mean squared loss between the ground truth
6inter-activity time and the predicted inter-activity time which is
defined as follows:
L(P, Q) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(q(i) − qˆ(i))2 (2)
Here, P = {p(1), ..., p(n)} is the set of input feature vectors (activ-
ity feature of the last observed activity) in the training dataset,
and Q = {q(1), ..., q(n)} is the corresponding set of inter-activity
times for those input features. qˆ(i) represents the predicted
inter-activity time given input p(i) where the ground truth inter-
activity time is q(i). qˆ(i) is a funcion of the input features P. The
outputs of the training are the labels of the three future activities
and the starting time of that activity sequence.
The parameters of the network are jointly optimized by min-
imizing both of these losses. To optimize the network, we
use a stochastic gradient descent with an adaptive sub-gradient
method (Adam) [76] which is popular for its impressive his-
tory of empirical success. We also tested with Adagrad [77],
Adamax [76], Nadam [78] and RMSProp [79] but empirically
chose Adam. We use Dropout layer [80] with a probability of
0.2 after each layer to prevent overfitting. The batch size is set
to 128. We use a learning rate of 0.001.
3.2. Caption Generation for Activity Sequences
3.2.1. Role of Scene Context for Label to Caption Mapping
Motivated by the inspiring performance of sequence-to-
sequence models in [49] for machine translation and in [25]
for video to text mapping, we use a similar model for label
to sentence mapping where both the input (a1, a2, · · · , am) and
the output (b1, b2, · · · , bn) are sequences of words of variable
length. Since the labels do not contain any object information,
it is hard to predict the object in the caption only from the la-
bel. For example, it is difficult to map from wash to A per-
son washed carrots. So, we use the scene context from the ob-
served portion along with the label in the encoder LSTM input
for meaningful mapping of objects.
3.2.2. Network Architecture
The input to the encoder LSTM is text e.g., cut apart cu-
cumber, take out egg fridge, cut off ends carrot, etc. obtained
by concatenating the corresponding predicted labels and scene
context. In the captions, verbs are followed by objects. To
maintain this order, scene context follows the label in the text
input. So, sequence-to-sequence learning via encoder LSTM
is important here to incorporate this sequential information ef-
ficiently and maintain meaningful structure between subject,
verb and objects. We do not provide subject as the text input
since the subject is constant (the person) throughout the dataset.
However, for any other dataset where different subjects exist
e.g., man, woman, boy, girl etc., our network would take the
text input in subject-verb-object order as a natural structure. An
encoder-decoder LSTM pair is the best option for maintaining
meaningful structure between subject, verb and object to incor-
porate this information correctly. Both the encoder LSTM and
the decoder LSTM have 3 layers with 1000 memory units in
each layer.
3.2.3. Model Training Approach
At first, we perform embedding by generating a dictio-
nary using all the words in the input of the training set
and then convert these words to one hot vectors according
to that dictionary. We choose a vocabulary size of 20000.
We use one LSTM layer to encode the label to a fixed-
dimensional vector and use another LSTM layer to gener-
ate a sentence from that vector. We estimate the condi-
tional probability p(b1, b2, · · · , bn|a1, a2, · · · , am) given the in-
put (a1, a2, · · · , am). In our case, since the caption is always
longer than the combination of label and scene context, n is
always bigger than m.
During encoding, the first LSTM generates a sequence of
hidden states (h1, h2, · · · , hm) given the label and the scene con-
text (a1, a2, · · · , am). Then a fixed-dimensional vector z corre-
sponding to the label is generated by the last hidden state of the
LSTM. The decoder LSTM computes the conditional probabil-
ity of the output sentence given the input label and the scene
context as follows:
p (b1, b2, · · · , bn|a1, a2, · · · , am)
=
n∏
d=1
p (bd|z, b1, · · · , bd−1) (3)
where the distribution of p(bd|z, b1, · · · , bd−1) is represented by
a softmax over all the words in the vocabulary.
During training, the log probability of a correct caption (sen-
tence) is maximized given the label and the scene context.
Cross-entropy loss function is used in this model. The batch
size we use is 1000. Keras [74] with TensorFlow [75] is the
library we use for this work.
3.3. Test Case Scenario
For predicting the labels of a future activity sequence, the
activity features of the last three observed activities are used
in the LSTM input, the features of the objects present in the
last observed portion of the scene are used as the input of the
first fully connected layers and the activity features of the last
observed activity are used as the input of another two fully con-
nected layer. Based on the learned sequence-to-sequence rela-
tionship in the training phase, the network predicts the labels
of the next three unobserved activities. Using these predicted
sequence of labels and observed scene context, the most likely
captions for the future activity sequence are generated by the
encoder-decoder LSTM pair.
4. Experiments
We conduct experiments on three challenging datasets:
MPII-Cooking Dataset [47], MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48],
(fine grained indoor activities) and VIRAT Ground Dataset [13]
(coarse outdoor activities) to evaluate the performance of our
label prediction framework for a future activity sequence. We
provide the starting time prediction performance for a future
sequence from [12] in the supplementary material. To eval-
uate the performance of our proposed captioning framework,
we conduct experiments on the challenging video description
7dataset TACoS Multi-Level Corpus [15] built on MPII-Cooking
2 [48]. The goal of the experiments is to compare our predic-
tions with ground truth values as well as the state-of-the-arts,
and perform an ablation analysis of the methods.
4.1. Datasets
MPII-Cooking Dataset. MPII-Cooking Dataset is a fine
grained complex activity dataset where the participants inter-
act with different tools, ingredients and containers to complete
a recipe. It has 65 different cooking activities recorded from 12
participants. There are 44 videos with a length of more than 8
hours. The dataset contains a total of 5, 609 annotations [47].
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset. MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset is a fine
grained complex activity dataset where the participants interact
with different tools, ingredients and containers to complete a
recipe. It has 67 different cooking activities recorded from 30
participants. In total there are 273 videos with a length of more
than 27 hours [48].
VIRAT Ground Dataset. VIRAT Ground Dataset is a chal-
lenging human activity dataset which consists of 11 different
activities recorded in natural outdoor scenes with background
clutter. There are total 329 videos with a length of around 5
hours [13]. However, we use only 275 of them as some videos
have incomplete annotations.
TACoS Multi-Level Corpus. This video description dataset
consists of 185 long indoor videos which contain different ac-
tors, fine-grained activities, and small objects in daily cooking
scenarios. Each video is annotated by multiple turkers. For
each video, there are detailed descriptions with at most 15 sen-
tences, a short description (3-5 sentences), and a single sen-
tence. Since, workers could describe videos without aligning
each sentence to the video, the descriptions are natural and have
a complex sentence structure [15].
Detailed description of these datasets are available in the
supplementary material. These datasets are untrimmed unlike
the trimmed datasets popularly used for recognition tasks in
activity analysis and have context information. Since we are
captioning unobserved future activities, we need untrimmed
datasets containing natural sequences of activities with anno-
tated video description. Because of these requirements, the
choice of datasets on which our method can be demonstrated
is limited. For example, we cannot use MPII-Cooking Dataset
[47] or VIRAT Ground Dataset [13] for captioning evaluation
as used in [12] for label prediction evaluation since they do not
have human descriptions and we cannot use YouCookII Dataset
[83] as it does not have the labels annotated in the current ver-
sion. We cannot use Activity Net Captions [31] because there
are only 1.5 activity instances on average in each video which is
not enough to incorporate the sequential context for label pre-
diction.
4.2. Features
We use C3D (Convolutional 3D) features pre-trained on
the Sports-1M dataset [84] as activity features for all of the
datasets. The C3D features are of size 4096 and extracted
for each sixteen frames with a temporal stride of eight frames.
Then we perform max pooling to get a fixed-length feature vec-
tor for the video. However, we claim that our method is in-
dependent of any particular choice of feature. This is shown
in Section 4.3 where using bag-of-word based Motion Bound-
ary Histograms (MBH) [85] features gives similar label pre-
diction result for MPII-Cooking Dataset. According to [86],
MBH features are extracted around densely sampled points and
a codebook is generated using k-means clustering for these
4000 words long features.
4.3. Label Prediction Results for Activity Sequences
Objective. The main objective of these experiments is to an-
alyze how well our framework can predict the labels of a future
unobserved activity sequence.
Performance Measures. The evaluation metrics we use are:
1. multi-class precision (Pr), 2. multi-class recall (Rc), and
3. overall accuracy for top-1 match, top-2 matches and top-3
matches. For all these metrics, the higher value indicates better
prediction performance.
Compared Methods. There is no existing method for pre-
dicting future activity labels for MPII-Cooking Dataset and
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset. Therefore, we compare with exist-
ing recognition approaches by using our method to determine
the labels of the observed activities. For recognition of the ob-
served activities, we use the observed activity features from the
(i − 2)th, (i − 1)th and ith activities to predict the label of the
ith activity and so on. For MPII-Cooking Dataset, we compare
with [81] which estimates the labels of the observed activities.
We show that the performance of our prediction of observed
activities, is better than that of the recognition method using
a combination of CNN and LSTM [81]. For MPII-Cooking 2
Dataset, we compare with [48] which estimates the labels of the
observed activities and show that the precision we achieve for
prediction of the observed activities, is higher than that of the
recognition method using a combination of dense trajectories
and hand trajectories [48]. For VIRAT Ground Dataset, there is
an existing graphical model based approach [10] and a seman-
tic scene labeling based approach [11] for prediction of future
unobserved activities. We compare our method with [10] and
achieve higher accuracy for label prediction. We cannot com-
pare with [11] because they use scene specific customized set of
labels which are not annotated in the original dataset. We also
compare with a state-of-the-art active learning based recogni-
tion approach which uses sparse autoencoder [82] and achieve
higher accuracy for the observed activities.
To evaluate our label prediction results for further activities
in the future sequence, we compare with our previous multi-
step prediction baseline [12] where we predicted the next-to-
next activity i.e., 2-step prediction (using activity features from
the (i − 3)th, (i − 2)th and (i − 1)th activities, we predicted the
label of the (i+1)th activity) and the next-to-next-to-next activity
i.e., 3-step prediction. Multi-step prediction is different from
sequence prediction. In multi-step prediction, each prediction
step is treated as uncorrelated with the others, while in sequence
prediction, the correlations are accounted for. We also compare
our sequence prediction results with [14].
Experimental Setup. For experiments on MPII-Cooking
Dataset, we use five fold leave-one-person-out cross validation
8Table 1. Label recognition performance for all of the datasets.
MPII-Cooking Dataset [47] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2)
Accuracy %
(Top-3)
CNN + LSTM [81] 34.8 51.7 - - -
Proposed Method 72.1 69.3 81.3 90.5 93.3
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2)
Accuracy %
(Top-3)
Dense trajectories + Hand Trajectories [48] 52.2 - - - -
Proposed Method 61.6 55.6 69.0 82.0 88.3
VIRAT Ground Dataset [13] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2 )
Accuracy %
(Top-3 )
Sparse Autoencoder [82] - - 54.2 - -
Proposed Method 52.1 25.2 71.9 82.6 86.5
Table 2. Label prediction performance for all of the datasets.
MPII-Cooking Dataset [47] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2)
Accuracy %
(Top-3)
Proposed Method 72.1 67.6 79.9 89.5 93
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2)
Accuracy %
(Top-3)
Proposed Method 58.8 53.3 65.5 77.4 82.4
VIRAT Ground Dataset [13] Precision Recall
Accuracy %
(Top-1)
Accuracy %
(Top-2 )
Accuracy %
(Top-3 )
Graphical Model [10] - - 68.5 - -
Proposed Method 49.6 22.2 71.8 79.8 86.4
Table 3. Sequence prediction performance comparisons for all of the datasets.
MPII-Cooking Dataset
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next Activity
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next-to-Next activity
Proposed Method 79.1 78.1
Multi-step Prediction 78.1 77.5
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next Activity
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next-to-Next activity
Proposed Method 64.4 63.5
Multi-step Prediction 63.7 62.6
VIRAT Ground Dataset
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next Activity
Accuracy %
Next-to-Next-to-Next activity
Proposed Method 71.5 69.2
Multi-step Prediction 70.7 68.5
approach. Among 12 subjects, we use 7 for training and 5 for
testing. For each of the five training instances, we use 7 training
subjects and 4 testing subjects for training, leaving 1 from that
set for testing. This is done 5 times leaving 1 testing subject
out and then averaging the results known as “five-fold leave-
one-person-out” cross validation. For experiments on MPII-
Cooking 2 Dataset, we use the experimental setup (same train-
test split) of [48]. For experiments on VIRAT Ground Dataset,
we use the first 170 videos for training and the rest of them for
testing. The network is trained on a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.
Recognition Performance. Comparisons of our recognition
performance (for observed activities) on all of the datasets with
9the state-of-the-art recognition methods are shown in Table 1.
The methods we compare to did not report all of the evalua-
tion metrics we use - hence the missing values. Our method
outperforms the state-of-the-arts for all of the datasets.
Prediction Performance. Our label prediction results (for
unobserved future activities) for all of the datasets and compar-
ison with other prediction methods for VIRAT Ground Dataset
are shown in Table 2. It is seen that our method outperforms the
prediction method proposed in [10]. The methods we compare
to did not report all of the evaluation metrics we use - hence the
missing values. We achieve similar label prediction accuracy
of 79.9% and 80.7% for MPII-Cooking Dataset using C3D and
MBH features respectively which justifies the claim that our
method is independent of choice of features. Sequence predic-
tion result comparisons with the baseline multi-step prediction
method for all of the datasets are shown in Table 3. As the
prediction horizon increases, there is a gradual accumulation of
error. It is to be noted that even for sequence prediction, pre-
diction results for the first activity in the future sequence have
higher accuracy than that of the next activities as we are still
using scene context from the last observed portion of the scene
which is related to the immediate future activity label. Using
the RNN-based anticipation approach of [14] with ground truth
observations, we achieve a Top-1 accuracy of only 26.3% for
MPII-Cooking Dataset. This is expected since [14] does not in-
corporate scene context or inter-activity context and the effect
of these context attributes are shown in Table 4 in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. Multiple Possibilities for Future Activity Labels
One particular activity sequence can have multiple possible
outcomes. For example, ‘wash objects’ and ‘peel’ can be fol-
lowed by either ‘cut apart’ and ‘cut slices’. As the network
has been trained on both of these possible sequences (in one
case the network has probably seen ‘cut apart’ as the next ac-
tivity and in another case ‘cut slices’ as the next activity), it
is hard to say precisely which is the next activity. Earlier we
mentioned that in case of multiple possibilities, such as while
choosing between ‘spice’ or ‘put in bowl’ after ‘wash objects’,
‘peel’ and ‘cut slices’, a bowl in the scene increases the proba-
bility of the activity label being the latter one. But in these types
of closely related activities (‘cut apart’ and ‘cut slices’), scene
context cannot contribute much as both of the activities require
a knife. This is why we present the top-3 choices with the as-
sociated probabilities for each of them. We did not go beyond
top-3 because after that the probabilities become much lower as
we found empirically. In spite of having many closely related
ambiguous activities (‘cut dice’, ‘cut slices’, ‘cut apart’) in the
dataset, our top-1 match outperforms the baseline in terms of
accuracy. Our method can also handle the case of predicting an
‘unknown’ label (never seen in training) when the probability
of none of the predicted future activities crosses a threshold.
4.3.2. Effect of Different Context Attributes.
We perform an ablation study to justify the choice of our net-
work. Using only sequential activity context and scene con-
text (eliminating inter-activity time context), we get relatively
lower label prediction accuracy for all of the datasets than that
of our proposed network. Similarly, using only sequential ac-
tivity context and inter-activity time context (eliminating scene
context), we get lower label prediction accuracy than that of our
proposed network for all of the datasets as shown in shown in
Table 4.
Table 4. Ablation study for label prediction for all of the datasets.
Dataset
Top-1 Accuracy%
Proposed
Network
Removing
inter-activity
time context
Removing
scene context
MPII-
Cooking 79.9 75.7 33.7
MPII-
Cooking
2
65.5 60.2 45.7
VIRAT
Ground 71.8 69.2 61.0
4.3.3. Analysis of Observation Horizon
Here, we justify the choice of our observation horizon. We
empirically chose a sequence length of 3 for preceding activ-
ity features as sequence length of 2, 5, 7 and 9 give relatively
lower accuracy for MPII-Cooking Dataset as shown in Table 5.
We believe that this is because the longer horizon brings in the
effect of activities that are not closely related.
Table 5. Sequence length sensitivity analysis for MPII-Cooking Dataset.
Top-1 Accuracy %
Sequence
Length
2
Sequence
Length
3
Sequence
Length
5
Sequence
Length
7
Sequence
Length
9
78.6 79.9 79.1 77.5 76.9
4.4. Captioning Results for Activity Sequences
Objective. The objective of these experiments is to evaluate
the quality of our generated captions against the ground truth
captions annotated by the human annotators. More results are
presented in the supplementary material.
Performance Measure. The evaluation metrics we use
are BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [87], CIDEr
(Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation) [88], ME-
TEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit OR-
dering) [89], ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gist-
ing Evaluation) [90], and SPICE (Semantic Propositional Im-
age Caption Evaluation) [91]. BLEU is a weighted average
of variable length phrase matches against the reference trans-
lations in machine translation. CIDEr evaluates how well a
candidate sentence matches the consensus of a set of image
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Table 6. Comparisons of BLEU@4 (in percent) (B), CIDEr (C), METEOR
(M), ROUGE-L (R), and SPICE (S) scores per sentence for short descrip-
tions in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
Method B C M R S
SR Based [15] 24.7 - - - -
Hierarchical RNN[16] 30.5 1.602 0.287 - -
Proposed (Observed) 47.6 1.774 0.352 0.725 0.162
Proposed (Unobserved) 39.2 1.493 0.302 0.631 0.132
descriptions. METEOR uses the generalized concept of uni-
gram matching between the machine produced translation and
human-produced reference translations. ROUGE compares an
automatically produced caption against a human-produced ref-
erence or a set of references. We use ROUGE-L which naturally
considers sentence level structure similarity and automatically
identifies longest co-occurring in sequence n-grams. SPICE is
an automatic image caption evaluation metric which compares
semantic propositional content. In our case, the number of word
matches is compared between the generated captions and the
reference captions annotated by the human annotators. For all
of the metrics, higher value indicates better performance.
Comparisons. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
existing method for generating captions for future unobserved
events in videos. Therefore, we compare with existing cap-
tioning approaches for the observed portion of the video by us-
ing our method to determine the captions of the observed ac-
tivities. We compare with [15] which first predicts a seman-
tic representation (SR) of the observed portion and then gener-
ates detailed captions. We compare against their per sentence
BLEU@4 score for short descriptions. We also compare with
the BLEU@4, CIDEr and METEOR scores reported in [16]
which exploits hierarchical RNNs to generate captions for the
observed portion.
Similar to label prediction, since none of the existing meth-
ods perform sequence prediction for captions, we can only
compare our captioning result for the first unobserved activ-
ity with different state-of-the-art methods. However, to evalu-
ate our captioning results for further activities in the future se-
quence, we compare with multi-step prediction baseline where
we predict the next-to-next caption i.e., 2-step caption predic-
tion and the next-to-next-to-next caption i.e., 3-step caption pre-
diction. Multi-step captioning yields different results than se-
quence captioning because of the same reason as in label pre-
diction.
Experimental Setup. For experiments on TACoS Multi-
Level Corpus, we use the experimental setup (same test split)
of [30] which has also been used in [15]. This information is
provided with MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48]. We train our net-
work on a NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU.
Quantitative Evaluation. Comparisons of our video caption
generation results on TACoS Multi-Level Corpus for observed
activities with the state-of-the-art methods are shown in Table 6.
Not all of the metrics are reported in [15, 16] - hence the miss-
ing values. Our method outperforms the state-of-arts [15, 16]
Table 7. Sequence captioning performance comparisons for TACoS Multi-
Level Corpus in terms of BLEU@4 (in percent) (B), CIDEr (C), METEOR
(M), ROUGE-L (R), and SPICE (S) scores.
TACoS
Multi-Level
Corpus
B C M R S
Proposed Method 30.2 0.588 0.291 0.614 0.112
(Next-to-Next)
Multi-step
Captioning 29.9 0.560 0.274 0.609 0.086
(Next-to-Next)
Proposed Method 20.6 0.557 0.264 0.598 0.103
(Next-to-Next-to-
Next)
Multi-step
Captioning 19.8 0.548 0.254 0.593 0.079
(Next-to-Next-to-
Next)
for observed events and achieve comparable performance for
the unobserved events. Quantitative comparisons for caption-
ing a future sequence with the baseline multi-step caption pre-
diction method for TACoS Multi-Level Corpus are shown in
Table 7. As the prediction horizon increases, there is a gradual
accumulation of error.
Qualitative Evaluation. Qualitative Comparisons for cap-
tioning a future sequence with the baseline multi-step caption
prediction method for TACoS Multi-Level Corpus are shown in
Table 8. Fig. 4 depicts an example sequence showing both of
our label prediction and captioning results.
Table 8. Qualitative comparisons of the generated erroneous captions for
multi-step caption generation vs proposed sequential captioning. Mistakes
in the captions are marked in bold. Please note that the more we try to
predict ahead, the more erroneous the generated captions become.
No. of Generated Generated Reference
Steps Captions Captions Captions
(Multi-Step) (Proposed
Method)
2 The person The person The person
sliced the
leek
peeled the
leek
peeled the
leek
3 The person
took out egg
The person
peeled egg
The person
peeled the
leek
4.4.1. Effect of the Performance of Label Prediction
We show the BLEU@4, CIDEr, METEOR, ROUGE-L, and
SPICE scores of our generated captions when generated from
the ground truth activity labels and when generated from the
predicted labels in Table 9. The corresponding qualitative com-
parisons for erroneous results are shown in Table 10. The type
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Fig. 4. An example activity sequence showing our label prediction and captioning results on TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
of mistakes made in the generated captions with predicted la-
bels is mostly related to wrong verbs. This is expected since
the information regarding the verbs comes from the labels. We
get a label prediction accuracy of 65.5% with precision 58.8
and recall 53.3 for MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48] which gives
an idea about its effect on the evaluation metrics in Table 9 ob-
tained using ground truth labels and predicted labels.
Table 9. Comparisons of BLEU@4 (in percent) (B), CIDEr (C), METEOR
(M), ROUGE-L (R), and SPICE (S) scores per sentence for short descrip-
tions using ground truth labels vs. predicted labels for caption generation
in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
Labels Used B C M R S
Ground Truth Labels 44.0 1.615 0.351 0.729 0.155
Predicted Labels 39.2 1.493 0.302 0.631 0.132
Table 10. Qualitative comparisons of generated erroneous captions using
predicted labels vs. ground truth labels for caption generation in TACoS
Multi-Level Corpus. Mistakes in the captions are marked in bold.
Human
Description
Generated Captions
with Predicted
Labels
Generated Captions
with Ground Truth
Labels
1. The person sliced The person peeled The person sliced
the carrot the carrot the carrot
2. The person The person cut The person
chopped the herbs the herbs chopped the herbs
4.4.2. Effect of Scene Context
MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48] has many small objects with
similar shapes and appearances. Detecting and recognizing
these small objects (sometimes with occlusion) in complex
videos is a difficult problem itself. The performance of the ob-
ject recognition method is crucial to the quality of the gener-
ated captions. The error of the object recognition method is
Table 11. Comparisons of BLEU@4 (in percent) (B), CIDEr (C), METEOR
(M), ROUGE-L (R), and SPICE (S) scores per sentence for short descrip-
tions using ground truth scene context vs. predicted scene context for cap-
tion generation in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
Scene Context Used B C M R S
Ground Truth 39.2 1.493 0.302 0.631 0.132
Predicted 30.8 1.033 0.292 0.623 0.126
propagated in two steps: first during label prediction using pre-
dicted scene context and then during the mapping from pre-
dicted scene context to objects in the captions.
Table 12. Qualitative comparisons of generated captions using predicted
scene context vs. using ground truth scene context for caption generation
in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus. Mistakes in the captions are marked in
bold.
Human
Description
Generated Captions
with Predicted
Scene Context
Generated Captions
with Ground Truth
Scene Context
1. The person cut The person cut The person cut
an orange in half the lime in half the orange in half
2. The person took The person took The person took
a plum out a onion out plums out of
of the refrigerator of the refrigerator the refrigerator
Using the predicted scene context obtained by the object
recognition method used in [48] (combining dense trajecto-
ries, hand trajectories and hand cSift features), we compute the
BLEU@4, CIDEr, METEOR, ROUGE-L, and SPICE scores
for TACoS Multi-Level Corpus. We show the evaluation met-
rics of our generated captions when generated from the ground
truth scene context and from the predicted scene context using
the above mentioned object recognition method in Table 11.
Please note that the evaluation metrics using our caption gener-
ation method with predicted scene context is higher than that of
the compared methods as well. The corresponding qualitative
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Table 13. Comparisons of BLEU@4 (in percent) (B), CIDEr (C), METEOR (M), ROUGE-L (R), and SPICE (S) scores per sentence for short descriptions
using different length of observed activity sequences in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
Observed 2 3 5 7 9
Sequence Length
B 22.0 39.2 24.0 31.9 38.5
C 1.117 1.493 1.078 1.142 1.156
M 0.257 0.302 0.262 0.284 0.297
R 0.584 0.631 0.597 0.614 0.628
S 0.104 0.132 0.107 0.117 0.128
Table 14. Qualitative comparisons of the generated erroneous captions using different length of observed activity sequences in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus.
Mistakes in the captions are marked in bold. Please note that in most of these erroneous examples, the verbs are incorrect as a result of incorrectly
predicted labels.
Obs. Seq. Predicted Generated Reference
Length Labels Captions Captions
2 cut apart The person cut apart the leek The person peeled the leek
3 peel The person peeled the leek The person peeled the leek
5 slice The person sliced the leek The person peeled the leek
7 peel The person peeled the leek The person peeled the leek
9 slice The person sliced the leek The person peeled the leek
comparisons for erroneous results are shown in Table 12. The
type of mistakes made in the generated captions with predicted
scene context is mostly related to wrong objects. This is ex-
pected since the information regarding the objects comes from
the scene context. The mean AP using the above mentioned
object recognition method for MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48] is
43.7% which gives an idea about the relation between the per-
formance of the object recognition method and the performance
of label prediction. This in turn shows the effect of scene con-
text on the performance of caption generation. A better object
recognition method will lead to better captioning performance.
4.4.3. Analysis of Observation Horizon
We empirically find that a sequence length of 3 for preced-
ing activity features provides best accuracy for label prediction
in MPII-Cooking 2 Dataset [48]. While working with TACoS
Multi-Level Corpus, we use observed sequence lengths of 2,
3, 5, 7 and 9 and achieved the highest BLEU@4, CIDEr, ME-
TEOR, ROUGE-L, and SPICE scores for caption generation
in TACoS Multi-Level Corpus [15] with an observed sequence
length of 3 as shown in Table 13. The corresponding qualitative
analysis is given in Table 14. Although the number of wrong
words in each sentence is similar, there is reasonable difference
in the values of the evaluation metrics in Table 13. This is be-
cause the label prediction performance changes as we change
the observed sequence length and this in turn changes the num-
ber of such erroneously generated captions.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a solution to a novel problem of
predicting the labels and captions of a sequence of future un-
observed activities. We took advantage of the combination of
LSTM and fully connected layers to exploit the contextual re-
lationship among activities and objects for label prediction. For
mapping the predicted labels and scene context to meaning-
ful captions, we incorporated a sequence-to-sequence learning-
based approach using an encoder-decoder LSTM pair. Rigor-
ous experimental analysis on challenging datasets proves the
robustness of our framework. In future, we plan to extend our
prediction method for multi-camera environment and investi-
gate how to predict new unseen activity classes.
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